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5. Fuzzy logic in computer networks and systems management 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapters included the general information on protocols, management 
and supervision of computer systems and networks, as well as of fuzzy logic. On the basis 
of introduced definitions of notions and procedures, this chapter will define and show the 
usage of fuzzy logic methods in various areas and domains of computer systems and 
networks management and supervision, together with appropriate management processes 
architecture. 

5.2 Organization of management processes in network management model 

The network architecture of management and supervision systems has already been 
defined as the most adjustable management processes architecture (Figure 5-1). The key 
element of network architecture is the cooperation of managers on all managing levels, with 
the possibility to use responsibility delegating. Since formation and behavior of the 
majority of simple agents cannot be influenced, process managers and intelligent agents 
remain as the logical possible places for usage of advanced managing methods. 
Independence of management process from the individual managing protocol, and the 
possibility to install a managed system sub model in the process itself, enable even better 
usage of network architecture capability to the manager. In this way managers supervise 
their responsibility area by polling the managed objects, while the received information are 
interpreted on the basis of data on the systems past and on the basis of information obtained 
from managers of the same or other level.  
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Figure 5- 1: Management system network architecture  
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The notion of an event is essential for each management system; event is the arrival 
of an asynchronous message or the exceeding of a supervised quantity above the permitted 
limits. Event is defined within the management domain that is supervised by a manager in 
such a way that there are global events for global managers on the level of the entire 
system, and for medium-level managers there are events on the level of a domain within 
their responsibility area. 

Events on the responsibility level of medium-level managers or the first level are 
forwarded as notifications on events to the global managing level, as well as to managers of 
the same level. Such organization enables the separation of transient or false events and the 
reduction of system’s burdening by the removal of so called event storming.  

Network model deals with logical organization of agents into domains, by using both 
functional and spatial organization. The basic task of a lower level manager is to evaluate 
event and forward it only if sure of its reliability. Event evaluation includes following of the 
event’s past and its comparison with other information on the system’s status. The majority 
of events that are followed are complex events, so the hedges that control occurrence of a 
complex event are defined within their internal context. Some hedges are exceptionally 
local characteristics linked with managing station in which managing process takes place, 
however they are vital for the separation of real events. The basic availability is of the node 
supervised by the management station, and this is obviously a local characteristic specific 
for individual management station, without which all atomic events initiated by the 
management station make no sense. Evaluation whether an event has taken place or not is 
quite a fuzzy quantity, especially for complex events and derived quantities that describe 
the status of a device. Fuzziness results from a few reasons:  

? complex events may be temporally extended, so that atomic events that form them 
are inconsistent,   

? transient changes are possible in the network as the consequence of traffic,   

? changes of the network topology, 

? delays of information within the network. 

What should by no means be forgotten is the fact that network layer protocol is 
unreliable and that it guarantees neither the messages delivery, nor the time sequence of 
messages. Closer consideration of TCP / IP protocol stack /COMM1_95/, /COMM2_95/, 
/COMM3_95/ leads us to the fact that one cannot deterministically determine the relation 
of cause and consequence of a transient event within the network. Exactly that unreliability 
of a transport protocol, i.e. design that only guarantees the “best effort” in the message 
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delivery and robustness achieved by it, cause fuzzy behavior of a network in mistakes 
status /COMM1_95/. 

5.3 Management process model 

One tries to solve communication of processes that cooperate in computer systems 
and networks supervision and management by the way of messages transfer. Protocols via 
which messages transfer can be performed are heterogeneous. These are connectionless 
protocols optimized for communication model of messages transfer. SNMPv1 protocol is 
used by UDP as a portable protocol, and SNMPv2 may also be used by other 
connectionless protocols (for example from SPX / IPX of protocol stack) /BLACK_95/.  

In communication, one can differentiate asynchronous and synchronous message 
sending, what is reflected by events detection. Asynchronous message sending is sending 
for which no reply is expected, while synchronous message sending is sending for which 
reply to message is expected (Figure 5-2). In the case of communication agent – manager, 
synchronous type of message sending prevails, in which the leading process is the manager. 
This is the situation when the manager accesses the value of a managed quantity. 
Asynchronous type of communication also occurs here and it enables the manager to report 
an exception. In the case of communication manager – manager, both types are possible, in 
which synchronous type of message sending prevails again, since the managers usually 
need to be sure of arrival and forwarding of their request or notification. In special cases of 
protocols that are not standard, as when using RPC system /SUN_20/, it is also possible to 
send messages to various destinations in an asynchronous way (broadcast). Such type of 
communication enables a simple connection of all interested management processes to 
notification of an atomic event, but unfortunately this is not a standard accepted solution. It 
can significantly simplify internal management process structure. 

 
N = maximum number of polls 
T = maximum duration  
while there is no message and N > 0 
 Send message  
 Wait for answer T seconds  
 If message arrived  
 then  
  send response  
 N = N-1 
end loop 
return error 

Figure 5- 2: Outline of synchronous message sending program  
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The key notion of a manager’s operation is events definition and detection. Event has 
already been defined as the exceeding of a supervised quantity above the permitted values 
area. For a manager, the event, i.e. event detection, is a thread that is performed within the 
operational environment of the manager’s process. In compliance with responsibility 
delegation procedure, events can be defined when initiating the managers’ process, i.e. via 
their initialization and via delegation from a higher hierarchical level.  

Set of commands that are performed when checking the events occurrence (detection) 
are the procedure of the event definitions, and the context of the event is the operational 
environment and value of variables used in event definition. In simple words, event 
definition is a command line at which the event is checked, which is the program model of 
the event. Using of command (interpreted) language enables transferring of event’s 
definitions and necessary code among the managers. Event definition may be delegated 
among the manager’s processes, while the context of the event cannot. However, the 
context of an event occasiona lly needs to be stored for reinitialization in case of the next 
manager’s process initiation, so it can be said that the context may be renewed, but not 
transferred. On the other hand, the context of an event is available to managing processes of 
a higher level, in order that they could, as the event’s initiators, manage the event, change 
its frequency, definition of the event, detect mistakes in performance and similar. 
Synchronization of the access to variables that form the event is the function of the tool in 
which managing process has been inscribed. It is also possible that various events mutually 
question contexts in a manager process. 
 
Event is defined as the list D = {E, A, T, N, C }, in which: 
 

E= {Ei} subevent list ,Ei is atomic event  
A= {Ai}  subaction list of subaction Ai 
T=  Time period among two events checks 
N= Number of allowed events checks  
C= { {I,V} }event context list of ordered pairs   

I  =  name of the variable in the event context 
V = value of I in current context 

For each event, there is a series of variables that form its context. Variables that 
describe the event are obligatory present here, then local and global variables, as well as the 
basis of accessed and derived quantities, either in local memory or in data on the system’s 
past. Variables of the event’s context are also called the event’s attributes. Attributes that 
form the basic context of the event are shown in Tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3.  
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Event detection may be shown by the outline of the program in Figure 5-3. This is the  
testing whether all subevents that form a complex event have taken place. Testing may be 
(and usually is) a combination of fuzzy and firm decision-making.  

 
Attribute name Meaning 
TIME timeperiod  
NUMBER max. number of event reocurence 
STIME timestamp last event start  
TIME timestamp last event ending  
NAME event name, global event name is composed from host name 

manager proces name , and this name /SUN_20/ 
SUBEVENT current subevent in evaluation 
ACTION current action in evaluation 
RESULT result of last event execution 
NONZERO crisp value how many times event resultetd in nonzero value, eg. 

event have happened 
COUNTER counter how many times event fired in the manager process 
STATUS sicronisation variable, lock on event if it is in executuion already 
PRIORITY priority in range 1 to 100, 100 is more important than 1 
SUPER upper layer manager name, from whom event is delegated 

 

Table 5- 1: Global attributes for entire complex event D 

Attribute name Meaning 
SE_I_STIME  timestamp last subevent Ei start 
SE_I_ETIME   timestamp last subevent Ei stop 
SE_I_REZULT result of the last subevent Ei  
SE_I_ERROR  error during last subevent Ei execution  
SE_I_COUNT counter how many times subevent Ei fired in the manager process 

Table 5- 2: Attributes for each subevent Ei 

Attribute name Meaning 
AC_I_STIME  timestamp last subaction Ai start 
AC_I_ETIME   timestamp last subaction Ai stop 
AC_I_REZULT result of the last subaction Ai 
AC_I_ERROR  error during last subaction Ai execution  
AC_I_COUNT counter how many times subaction Ai was executed in the 

manager process 

Table 5- 3: Attributes for each individual subaction Ai 

Decisions are made on the level of the tool’s program code that is used, so decisions 
are made in a firm way, i.e. procedures that define events must return Bool’s value for the 
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judgment “the event has taken place” to the final decision-making level, in order that 
program branching could be performed.  

 
BEGIN   
 DEFINITION event _happened (D) 
 BEGIN 
  Do initialization of X; 
  result = FALSE 
  REPEAT for each subevent Ei of event D 
   Xi = test:atomic_event (Ei) 
   mark new context (D,Ei,Xi) 
   IF  Xi is critical for E 
   THEN  
    return TRUE 
   result = result OR Xi 
  END OF LOOP 
  RETURN result 
 END OF DEFINITION event _happened(D) 
 
 DEFINITION start_actions (D) 
 BEGIN 
  Do initialization of X 
  result = FALSE 
  REPEAT for each subaction Ai of event D 
   Xi = execute_atomic_action (Ai) 
   mark new context (D,Ai,Xi) 
   result = result OR Xi 
  END OF LOOP 
  RETURN result 
 END OF DEFINITION start_actions (D) 
 
REPEAT each  T seconds 
 IF  event  D is active 
 THEN 
  Activate context of event (D) 
  X = event_happened (D) 
  IF  X TRUE  
  THEN 
   Start_actions(D) 
 END OF LOOP 
END. 

Figure 5- 3: Detection of events in manager 

Events defined in such a way are sufficiently general for description of both 
synchronous and asynchronous occurrences, as well as for manipulation of derived 
quantities that cannot be directly accessed from MIB variables of managed devices. In 
addition, the notion of hedge is easily introduced as one of subevents, usually the first on 
the list of subevents. Acceptance of an asynchronous event is solved by checking whether 
the asynchronous event has occurred or not, what is again the hedge’s form, and it is usual 
that one of events in a manager is the owner of asynchronous events acceptance, and its 
action is information storage on asynchronous event in a global variable, i.e. in a sequence 
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of exceptions. Other events check that global sequence of exceptions when their turn 
comes. At the same time, the owner of the exceptions sequence takes care of sequence’s 
depth maintaining and basic administrative operations. This is also called internal 
multiplexing of exceptions in the manager’s process.  

For the real defining of events, we differentiate three groups of subevents that form a 
complex event due to atomic of their actions: 

? hedges, 

? data access, 

? value testing. 

Hedges or masks serve for testing whether the event makes sense, i.e. whether the 
supervised node is attainable at all, hedges can also be subevents for the data access. Data 
access is a request to managing protocol for the access of a variable or MIB variables 
group. It is recommended that one subevent represents the communication with one agent 
only, attained values are saved in the event’s context, but in the base of attained quantities. 
Testing of values is a real testing for the event’s testing, i.e. evaluation on the basis of 
values from the attained quantities base.  

It is not necessary that one event includes all three types of subevents, we can define 
so called late events that lack their own data access and use values that others have stored 
in the attained quantities base, so it is only necessary to check hedges, which is where the 
name late events comes from, since they are tested after the real data accesses have passed.  
There is a similar situation with so called derived quantities. These are variables that are 
calculated from at least one other directly seized quantity (indices, gradients, changes, 
percentages and similar). 

 According to the way of polling, there are three polling types /LEIN_96/: 
 

??availability determines device’s availability 

??limits determines disruption of limits, i.e. possible mistakes  

??efficiency access of data significant for performance of systems and trends 
analysis 

Availability and limits enter the hedges, and the data access includes limits and 
efficiency. Such a complex system of events manipulation also requests complex functional 
interface (API) with integrated support for atomic operations of accessing event’s context 
variables. 

The basic sources of data for managers are values accessed from agents, i.e. variables 
from instances in agents. According to past experiences, approximately 85% of values that 
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are taken from the system are of this nature, while other quantities that are accessed from 
the system may also be treated in a similar way.  

 MIB tree in an individual agent is a hierarchical organization of relevant data for a 
managed device, while for an individual manager only some MIB variables are relevant, 
depending on their management domain. These variables usually form a subtree or a 
subgroup, simply due to MIB tree organization in an agent. From the manager’s point of 
view, model of these values is each individual supervised quantity with parameters 

{ H, T, O, V } where: 
  

H = Host name, host where variable instance is stored , host from which this 
instance is collected  

T = Data collection timestamp 

O = OID or variable name , in this way variables which are not in MIB groups 
can be described, like IfLoad or reachability by ICMP pooling  

V = Variable value, it is good practice to extended possible value sets with error 
codes, so each error can be straight coded into defined values.  

According to this, one MIB variable has a series of instances (according to all 
supervised nodes), and each of them has its own series of values in time. Total model that is 
supervised may be described by a set of all MIB variables instances that are supervised in 
time. This is a huge data quantity, so one uses the classification on local data located in the 
process RAM and global past data usually located in RDBMS system /HUGE_96/. During 
the decision-making of medium and lower level managers, exactly these local data are 
essential because they form the extended context of the event for all events defined in the 
manager’s responsibility domain. Global managers also rely on local data, but also on 
global data due to the fact that their responsibility area is the entire system both spatially 
and temporally. Global data are actually copies of local data forwarded to the system 
RDBMS, and the interaction is usually carried out via integrated SQL commands.  
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Name Formula Meaning Value 

 
pV pVi=Vi-1 previous value in memory 
V V0 start value last value in memory 
S Si=Si-1+Vi total sum in memory 
sT T0 start time timestamp of 

monitoring start 
in memory 

M Mi=max(Vi, Vi-1) 
M0=V0 

maximum value 
during this 
monitoring 
session 

in memory 

m mi=min(Vi, Vi-1) 
m0=V0 

minimum during 
this monitoring 
session 

in memory 

T  timestamp last 
variable acess 

in memory 

C Ci=ci-1+1 if Di <> 0 number of 
significant 
changes 

in memory 

N Ni=Ni-1+1 number of 
variable access 

in memory 

A Ai=Si/N Average during 
this monitoring 
session 

calculated each 
time 

tA tAi=(tAi-1*TT+dt*Vi)/(TT+dt) 
TT is time factor 

Time laged 
average 

calculated each 
time 

dT dti=Ti-Ti-1 Time period 
among two last 
data polls  

calculated each 
time 

D Di=Vi-Vi-1 value change calculated each 
time 

Dp Dpi=D/Vi-1*100% value change in 
percetange 

calculated each 
time 

R Ri=Di/dTi Gradient calculated each 
time 

Table 5- 4: Basic derived quantities 

When accessing the value, the variable value is memorized in the process RAM in 
associative structures. What is the cheapest for the process is to calculate necessary data of 
derived quantity only during the values access process (Table 5-4). 

Besides the basic quantities that are derived from one variable, there are situations 
when the proportion of two quantities (derived or ordinary) is defined. An example of such 
quantity is Dp derived quantity that calculates the percentage increase of the supervised 
variable. Generalization of that quantity is the function proportion that gives the difference 
proportion of these quantities in relation to one of them 
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relation(x, y) = (x-y) / y   

This function is usually used for departing measurement of the current variable of 
some of its derived quantities, for example the relation of average and variable changing. In 
these purpose, the value in percentage is usually taken, what is especially convenient for 
human validation of quantities and expressing of fuzzy rules.  

Total functioning of medium and lower level managers may be divided in three steps: 
? initialization of managers 
? normal operation 
? manager stopping  

Initialization of managers means initiating of events monitoring and establishment of 
connections with all relevant processes in the system (agents in the management domain, 
higher level managers, system of logos and similar). Initialization is performed by 
initialization of the process itself, by renewing of the previous context (if existing) and by 
initialization of defined events. Normal operation means performing of events, acceptance 
and initialization of new events via delegation. Manager stopping includes stopping of 
events, storage of contexts and breach of connections with all relevant processes and 
releasing of devices.  

Process manager of a medium and lower level in network architecture that also 
supports delegation of responsibility must have a complex internal structure with the 
possibility of events evaluation. This requests a complex model that permits simultaneous 
performance of more instructions flows, as well as a model of supervised domain stored in 
the process itself. What is also necessary is the possibility of receiving information relevant 
for events hedges, as well as supporting of protocol for responsibility delegation. The 
process must be managed by events, although in a specific way. While operating, this 
process is both a client and a server (Figure 5-4). From the viewpoint of delegation 
protocol, it is a server because it receives requests from higher level managers, while from 
the viewpoint of management protocol (of which there can be more simultaneously 
supported), it is the client. Time limitations of communication must be generated on the 
level of the manager’s process itself, i.e. on the level of communication protocol which the 
manager uses. Access to global and local variables, as well as to events context, is realized 
via corresponding MIB group or some other way of access.  
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Figure 5- 4: Structure of elastic management process 

The task of a global manager is an outline of the entire system in a defined way. This 
usually means graphic consoles in which the system is outlined by maps, and states of 
individual elements are graphically coded by color changing flickering and similar. Global 
manager can also be any manager who supervises a logic system entirety via a lower level 
manger, for example the status of all IP interfaces in the system, status of which are 
accessed directly already on the basis of data from the lower level manager. Another 
important characteristic of global managers is also interaction with human operators. 

Internal functioning of a global manager is also based on events detection, but in the 
case of a global manager, the report of an asynchronous event and polling managed by 
exception have a dominant importance. Data on system’s past also have primary 
importance for global managers. In case of a global manager, we differentiate two steps of 
operation in delegation and permanent events checking on lower level managers. The first 
step deals with events delegation, what is not always necessary if we know which events 
are defined through individual managers’ configurations. The second step is checking of 
submanager’s status in order to determine their status and events status, i.e. data in them. 
From the global manager’s point of view, all lower level managers who communicate at a 
session or who acquire data are its management domain. In accordance with definition of 
management domain, a global manager takes care of minimal availability checking and 
managed objects in its domain, and these are in this case events in lower level managers. A 
lower level manager gives summary data on individual domain from which a global 
manager builds and evaluates total status of the system. In practice, it is not always 
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necessary to realize all these steps, for example when generating reports, data collection is 
sufficient, directly or indirectly from lower level managers, the principle is to always have 
as low burdening and simple procedure as possible.  

 

5.4 Natural quantity in managed quantities bases and fuzzy logic application  

Quantities shown in MIB variables form the majority of supervised system’s 
quantities. According to efficient management presumptions, it is implied that agents install 
only relevant variables, numerically independent. Quantities in MIB groups are different in 
types, and it has already been said that only changes in time of these quantities are the most 
important. 

 
Syntax Type and meaning 
Integer32 32 bit integer  
Counter32 32 bit continuous counter  
Counter64 64 bit continuous counter 
Gauge32 32 gauge  
UInteger32 32 bit unsigned integer  
TimeTicks 1/100 of seconds since epoch start  
Octet String 8bit ASCII string 
BitString Bit strings 
ObjectIdentifier Object pointer  
IpAddress IP address, dot notation  
NsapAdress OSI network address 
Opaque Unused  
DisplayString Plain string, up to 255 chars 
PhysAddress String with media specific network address 
MacAddress IEEE 802 address, 6 chars  
TruthValue 1 TRUE, 2 FALSE 
SpinLock Number , spin lock type, for synchronization  
AutonomousType Pointer, object name  
InstancePointer Pointer, variable name  
TimeStamp number, time stamp  
TimeInterval number, time interval  
DateAndTime String,  date  

Table 5- 5: Object types in MIB groups  

All types of atomic objects supported by SNMP protocol, except the series of signs, 
can be shown numerically and this way significantly simplifies finding of differences and 
changes of instances values. When using MIB variables according to above described event 
model, instance value of individual variable occurs in the manager’s RAM, in context of 
the event, while when accessing, necessary derived values are calculated immediately. 
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What is sufficient for such value access is a command for MIB tree walk in an agent that 
enables the part’s access and checking.  

Formally speaking, one could define a series of rules in fuzzy logic for each variable 
in an agent, which would supervise and define status of these variables. Such formal 
approach is not possible due to the size of individual MIB groups, since there are hundreds 
of variables, not all of which are relevant for the observed problem. When defining the 
rules that control behavior of significant variables, human knowledge and interpretation are 
important, as well as the syntax of these variables (Table 5-5). Examples could be the basic 
variables group from MIB-II group and system group from MIB-II group (Table 5-6). 

 
Variable’s name Meaning Type 
sysDescr System description  string[128] 
sysObjectId Vendor OID  oid 
sysUpTime Time since agent start  timeticks 
sysContact Sysadmin name or contact  string 
sysName Host name  string 
sysLocation Physical location  string 
sysServices Services supported  integer 

Table 5- 6: System group from MIB-II group 

Rules for important supervised system groups can be described as in the Figure 5-5. 
As it can be seen, these are crisp rules, which is the consequence of the type and meaning 
of individual variables. It should be noted that this is a group of variables that describe an 
administratively supervised device. All variables except sysUpTime are static and their 
each change is an event (in the configuration management area). Variable sysUpTime gives 
the time of agent’s operation, so the negative change of sysUpTime means repeated 
initiation and reinitialization of device /CASE_94/. 

 

IF is sysDescr  changed THEN event happened 
IF  is sysObjectId  changed THEN event happened 
IF is sysUpTime change less than 0 THEN event happened 
IF is sysContact  changed THEN event happened 
IF is sysName  changed THEN event happened 
IF is sysLocation  changed THEN event happened 
IF is sysServices  changed THEN event happened 

Figure 5- 5: Rules for event evaluation for variables from a system group  
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Name varijable Znacenje  Tip 
ifIndex interafce index integer 
ifDescr interface description string[128] 
ifType interafce type integer 
ifMtu maximum transmission unit integer 
ifSpeed interafce speed, bits per second gauge 
ifPhysAddress media physical address octet[36] 
ifAdminStatus interface administrative status integer 
ifOperStatus interface operational status integer 
ifLastChange timeticks since last  ifOperStatus change timeticks 
ifSpecific  pointer to additional interface data pointer 
ifInOctets number of received bytes counter 
ifInUcastPkts number of received unicast packets counter 
ifInNUcastPkts number of  received  non unicast packets counter 
ifInDiscards number of dropped packets  counter 
ifInerrors number of misformed packets counter 
ifInUnknownProtos number of unsupported protocols packets  counter 
ifOutOctets number of send bytes counter 
ifOutUcastPkts number of send unicast packets counter 
ifOutNUcastPkts number of send nonunicast packets counter 
ifOutDiscards number of the dropped packets counter 
ifOutErrors number of output packet errors  counter 
ifOutQlen ouput que lenght  gauge 

Table 5- 7: Variables from table ifTable from MIB-II group  

 

A better example for the rules is a group for IP interfaces, interface group from MIB-
II. This group consists of: 

 
? ifNumber  that gives the number of IP interfaces on a machine, and  
? ifStatus table  that defines status, type and traffic per individual interface 

Variables from Table ifStatus are given in Table 5-7. Besides MIB variables for 
operation description of IP interfaces, some derived numerical quantities are also important, 
such as ifLoad (Table 5-8). Derived quantities from the interface group also participate in 
decision-making rules, they are even more important than variables from the group because 
they give summary interfaces behavior. 
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Variable’s name Formula and meaning Type 
ifLoad =  (8*(D(ifInOctets)+D(ifOutOctets))/dT/ifSpeed integer 
 Or for point –to- point.- full – duplex:  
 (8*max(D(ifInOctets),D(ifOutOctets))/dT)/ifSpeed  

Table 5- 8: Derived variables from interface group 

For monitoring of IP interfaces, a series of rules can be defined that are all fuzzy 
except the rules concerning the variable ifOperStatus. Therefore, when operating with 
numerical MIB variables and numerical values, fuzziness occurs immediately (Figure 5-6). 
Rules are defined generally for each individual interface. Event for each individual 
interface i is differentiated.  

 

FOREACH interface i, i>0, i <= ifNumber  
 event I not happened 
 IF ifLoad.i is big  THEN event I happened  
 IF ifOperStatus.i <> ifAdminStatus.i THEN event i happened 
 IF trap linkUpDown.i THEN event  i happened 
 IF number changes ifOperStatus.i is big THEN event i happened 
 IF raise ifInDiscards.i  is big THEN event I happened  
 IF raise ifInerrors.i is big THEN event i happened  
 IF raise ifInUnknownProtos.i is big THEN event I happened  
 IF raise ifOutDiscards.i is big THEN event I happened  
 IF raise ifOutErrors.i is big THEN event i happened  
 IF raise ifOutQlen.i is big THEN event I happened  
END OF LOOP 
IF at least one event i happened THEN forward event  

Figure 5- 6: Rules of events detection for interface group  

The similar is applicable for quantity monitoring in other MIB groups. Unfortunately, 
interpretation of individual variables meanings is not always simple. For experimental and 
private MIB groups, it is not always possible to define exact meanings due to the lack of 
description, instructions and similar. 

There are also other monitored quantities besides quantities of MIB variables. The 
most important of them is the quantity that shows availability of the node, i.e. whether the 
node is accessible or not. This is also the basic hedge in events. If it is not possible to 
access the device, then its variables cannot be accessed neither, so there is no sense in 
initiating events checking. For standard IP networks, this quantity is obtained by node 
polling via ICMP protocol, and there are related protocols on networks based on other 
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protocols. The procedure of node availability testing is described in the example of 
operation with errors, as well as in Appendix B. It is important to notice that the node 
availability testing is the basic characteristic and that it is compulsory hedge for all events 
in order to prevent messages congestion. There is a possibility that events of this type are 
compared in a higher level manager, but it is much more natural when the manager that 
collects the data has the information on aimed node availability. This event is of a local 
character for the managing station, i.e. for all programs managers who operate on one 
managing station in order to check whether the aimed node is available or not.  

There are derived quantities which give the measure of the device’s status, these are 
so called indices that are calculated from a series of mutually numerically independent 
variables. Indices are traditionally calculated from linear dependence, in which the 
importance of individual variable gives the appropriate scaling factor. 

 
Si = f(Si-1,Xi*A,Yi*B) 
Si Index 
X vector of variables from monitored device  
Y vector of variable from environment of monitored device and system 

A, B Scaling vectors  

Such way of writing has the advantage in calculation efficiency, but unfortunately, it 
is not easily correctly defined. Scaling factors must be defined by results analysis and they 
can be changed depending on quantities values. Procedure defined in such a way may also 
be shown via fuzzy logic, in a way that interdependence of variables is defined by fuzzy 
rules. Rules in this case include logical operators AND, OR, NOT, so interdependence of 
variables is defined via them. Influence of individual variables may be expressed by the 
rules such as: 
 

Si is good  
IF xi is big or xk is small THEN Si is bad 
IF xi is bad THEN Si is good 
IF xi is close 2* xk THEN Si is bad 

When defining the rules, traditional way of calculation may also be used, in such a 
way that a part of index is calculated numerically, and the other part by fuzzy rules. 
Analyses of mutual relations of rules and influences may be carried out, results of which 
can be used for creation of formulas for indices in a traditional way. In real application both 
possibilities are used, as well as specific qualities of the tool used. Example may be 
calculation of machine’s load on the basis of its IP interfaces (Figure 5-7). When writing 
formulas for index quantities, it can be bluntly assumed that scaling factor of a variable that 
occurs as a rule in relation with alfa value of the rule. Average alfa value of rules is usually 
taken. 
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load  is not big 

FOREACH interface i, i>0 , i <= ifNumber 
 IF ifSpeed.i is big and  ifLoad.i big THEN load is big 
 IF number of changes ifOperStatus.i is big THEN load is big 
 IF increase of ifInDiscards.i is big  THEN load is big 
 IF increase of ifInerrors.i is big THEN  load is big 
 IF increase of ifInUnknownProtos.i is big THEN  load  is big 
 IF increase of ifOutDiscards.i is big THEN load is big 
 IF increase of ifOutErrors.i is big THEN load is big 
 IF increase of ifOutQlen.i is big THEN load is big 
END OF LOOP 

Figure 5- 7: Calculation of load index of all interfaces  

 

5.5 Fuzzy logic in ordinary agents 

Ordinary or unintelligent agent implies an agent that is installed on a managed device 
and that is used for direct management of that device. According to the basic postulate of 
SNMP protocol, any additional processing in that agent is undesirable. An important 
characteristic of such agents is the fact that they arrive as completed device parts and it is 
impossible to change them. Analysis of MIB groups that are supported by ordinary agents 
shows that some quantities that could be generated via fuzzy logic can be found in them, 
but this is not the case.  

A good example is the group of variables in a private CISCO MIB group that 
describes reliability and load of interfaces, and these are basically indices of interfaces’ 
states that are calculated for the needs of routing protocol /CISCO_89/. Their values are 
calculated via completely numerical procedure that is defined via routing protocol, and only 
some parameters are taken into consideration. Fuzzy logic could take more factors into 
consideration, which would better describe interfaces’ status /WONG_95/.  

The only application place of fuzzy logic would be devices that have applications 
managing units and agents installed on them, therefore in the area of private and 
experimental MIB groups, where dedicated hardware could maybe occur, unfortunately 
there are no such performances yet. In this area, tabular based solutions could be applied 
/ROCK_97/, due to less process load.  

There is another special case of fuzzy logic application in ordinary agents, and this is 
the case when an agent supervises the device used for fuzzy logic for its normal 
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functioning. In this case, what is necessary is a set of variables in private MIB group that 
supervises the operation of a fuzzy system in device. According to the way of realization, 
such MIB should be close to RMON MIB groups. Unfortunately, such devices do not exist 
yet. 

The main reason why fuzzy logic or other even fuzzier non-numerical procedures are 
not used in ordinary agents is the basic management axiom, that an agent must not load the 
basic function of managed device. Due to these reasons, fuzzy logic has not been added to 
agents developed in /PREM_96/, nor in other experimental agents.  

 

5.6 Fuzzy logic in intelligent agents 

Intelligent agents are agents of more complex internal structure and they are usually 
proxy agents that by their role overlap with medium and lower level managers. The basic 
difference in relation to managers is that agents arrive completed from the producer and 
their flexibility is limited. Proxy agents can be divided in two groups:  

? gateway proxy agents 

? proxy agents of complex devices 

Proxy agents serve for conversion of management protocols, i.e. they are domain 
managers in relation to management domain that does not support some of the standard 
management protocols /SUN_20/, /SUN_21/, /SUN_22/. Proxy agents of complex devices 
are realized on a special management module and via it they supervise the device’s 
additional characteristics, these are usually so called common chassis devices. 

In both cases, theoretically, fuzzy logic can be applied for events filtration and indices 
generation, on the same principles as in managers. Despite the degree of independence, i.e. 
of intelligence shown by these processes, they are also as ordinary agents inflexible and 
limited only to certain set of primitives and operations that they know performing. The best 
example for it are proxy agents described in /SUN_20/ that support a huge set of 
operations, can make decisions whether an event has taken place, but only on the basis of 
crisp values. Constructs and operators that are then used on managed variables are fixed, 
although by their meaning they remind us of fuzzy judgments with applied hedges (Table 
5- 9).  
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Symbol Meaning Description 
== EQ Equal 
!= NE Different 
> GT Greater 
< LT Less 

>= GE Greater or equal 
<= LE Less or equal 
+ CHANGED Change 

+= INCRBY  Increase by 
= DECRBY  Decrease by 

+< INCRBYMORE Increase by more than  
+> INCRBYLESS Increase by less than  
> DECRBYMORE Decrease by more than  
< DECRBYLESS Decrease by less than 

Table 5-9: Operators used when defining events for SUN proxy agents  

 

Justification for such attitude may be found in the reason that some authors do not 
consider agents as places of evaluation, and they even try to limit the use of asynchronous 
events reports to only basic exceptions defined in standard MIB groups, such as MIB-II. 
With respect to the basic agent’s role, such attitude is justified, the manager is the place of 
decision-making by its definition, and events selection and events comparison is decision-
making on the system’s status.  

 

5.7 Fuzzy logic in first and medium level managers  

On the level of the first and medium level managers, after data collection, the basic 
task is events detection that includes selection or comparison of events for which one 
cannot be completely sure that they have taken place. Evaluation when the event needs to 
be initiated again is also important. Events are tested in regular time periods that are usually 
fixed, but there is a possibility of fall-back or acceleration in events testing. Testing of basic 
hedge is always important in a manager and it serves as a logical cut towards other events. 
Changing of event’s testing time is usually counted directly by applying exponential fall-
back and acceleration since this is the model that is also used in generation of network 
protocols time limitations /COMM1_95/. However, if while doing that one also has to take 
into consideration parameters such as load measure, system and importance of event  (if 
existing), then fuzzy logic can be used (Figure 5-8, Figure 5-9).   
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# HOST nodename  
# job  program thread in scotty 
# defTime  
#  
proc newShecTime { HOST job defTime } { 
 set CNT [getJobAttr job COUNTER] 
 set NZ [getJobAttr job NONZERO] 
 set np [expr 1 - $NZ / $CNT] 
 IF 1 THEN { time standardTime } 
 IF [IS $np event_often] THEN { time hugeTime } 
 IF [expr 0.01 * [getJobAttr job PRIORITY]] THEN { time lowTime } 
 IF [OR [LAST $HOST load] [NOT [LAST $HOST reachaborty]] THEN { time lowTime}  
#real time calculation 
 set nTime [expr int ([lindex [DEFUZZ time] 0] * $defTime) ] 
 setJobAttr job $nTime 
} 

Figure 5- 8: Calculation of event’s testing new time  
FuzzySet:    event_often, shows what is often  
Description: 
 
1.00                                                                . 
0.90                                                            .... 
0.80                                                        .... 
0.70                                                    .... 
0.60                                                .... 
0.50                                            .... 
0.40                                        .... 
0.30                                    .... 
0.20                               ..... 
0.10               ................ 
0.00............... 
   0---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---0 
0.00   12.50   25.00   37.50   50.00   62.50   75.00   87.50  100.00 
        Domained:         0.00 to     100.00 
 
 
1.00.                               +                               * 
0.90 ...                           + +                           *** 
0.80    ...                      ++   ++                      *** 
0.70       ...                  +       +                  *** 
0.60          ....            ++         ++             *** 
0.50              ...       ++             ++       **** 
0.40                 ...   +                 +   *** 
0.30                    .++                   ++* 
0.20                    +  ...             ***  + 
0.10                  ++      ....     ****      ++ 
0.00++++++++++++++++++*****************............++++++++++++++++++ 
   0---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---0 
0.00    0.12    0.25    0.38    0.50    0.62    0.75    0.88    1.00 
 
     .   FuzzySet:    lowTime 
         Description:  this is fast polling 
         Domained:         0.00 to       1.00 
     *   FuzzySet:    highTime 
         Description:  this is slow polling    
         Domained:         0.00 to       1.00 
     +   FuzzySet:    standardTime 
         Description:  this is standard polling  
         Domained:         0.00 to       1.00 
 

Figure 5- 9: Some of fuzzy sets used in example from the figure 5-7 
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On the basis of events, managers in their management domain model measure 
individual devices and evaluate their states. On that level, devices are treated as in MIB 
variables model, and derived variables that describe its state are generated for the node to 
which individual device belongs:  

? reachability 

? load 

? action 

? health 

Reachability is a state of basic hedge for the node’s access, it is not the hedge itself 
but analogue quantity that shows the current reachability state. Load is a derived quantity 
on the basis of monitored variables that gives the measure of the node’s load. Action is a 
necessity measure of sending a special message on operation action. Health is a derived 
quantity that gives the node’s work quality according to monitored quantities. In the 
domain management model, there is a group of control derived variables for each 
monitored node, and additional variables must be beside it, depending on the management 
model, for example ifLoad variable for each individual interface.  

In Figures 5-10 and 5-11, there is a scheme of a node for node’s status detection, 
according to references /CISCO_95/, /BALEW_97/. The model is complex and contains 
variables from MIB-II group and private CISCO MIB groups. On the basis of that model, it 
is possible to give general state of devices in the network. Truth functions, i.e. 
corresponding fuzzy sets are defined via data collection for each of the monitored variables. 
For one management domain these sets are stable and describe traffic per devices. 
Procedure of device’s status evaluation is carried out in such a way that MIB variables are 
accessed synchronously and that their values are let pass through the procedure for events 
detection. Such operations may last, and in order to avoid time inconsistencies, data base 
may be used in which first level managers or getaway agents store the data and higher level 
managers analyze them, what is the example of indirect communication by means of data 
base. First level managers must also be able to solve specific situations when the real data 
on managed node’s behavior cannot be obtained via MIB groups directly, but by 
monitoring some other quantity that indirectly describes necessary managed quantities. 
Such situation is quite frequent in real behavior and it represents global insight in the 
managed device as in the black box where there is only the relation good – bad, without 
entering into the analysis of the device’s state. Typical example is a device without a 
management agent or a device, agent of which is not in order or does not support all 
device’s functions.  
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 # setting no neutral values  
 BEGIN 
  load is small 
  error is small  
  action is not necessary 
  health is OK 
 # By CISCO document  /CISCO_95/ 
 #node performance  
 IF is change sysuptime.0 negative  
  THEN 
   action is very necessary  
   notification of device reset  
 IF is average avgBusy5.0 big OR change avgBusy5. is big 
  THEN 
   action is necessary 
   load is big 
 IF is average avgBusy1.0 is big OR change avgBusyPer.0 is big 
  THEN 
   action is necessary 
   health is bad 
   load is big 
 IF is average freeMem.0 is  small OR  average bufferNoMem.0 is big 
  THEN 
   load is big 
   action very necessary 
   health is bad 
 IF is  relation (raise (bufferSmMiss.0), average(bufferSmMiss.0))  big OR 
  relation (raise (bufferMdMiss.0), average(bufferMdMiss.0))  big OR 
  relation (raise (bufferLgMiss.0), average(bufferLgMiss.0))  big OR 
  relation (raise (bufferHgMiss.0), average(bufferHgMiss.0))  big OR 
  relation (raise (bufferSmMiss.0), average(bufferSmMiss.0))  big OR 
  bufferMdMiss.0 is big OR 
  bufferBgMiss.0 is big OR 
  bufferLgMiss.0 is big OR 
  bufferHgMiss.0 is big 
  THEN 
   load is big 
   action is necessary  
   error is big 
   health is bad 
  
 # for each network interfaces on device  
 FOREACH interface i, i> 0 , i <= ifNumber 
  IF is LAST(ifOperStatus.i) != UP I  
  ifOperStatus.i  <> ifAdminStatus.i 
  THEN 
   action is very necessary 
   error is TRUE 
   notification of reset of  interface i 
   health is bad 

 Figure 5 10: Scheme of a program for node’s general state generation  
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  IF is  ifOperStatus.i == UP  
  THEN 
   IF is ifLoad.i big OR  
   change ifLoad.i big OR 
    THEN 
    load is big 
    action is necessary 
  
   IF increase ifInError.i big OR  
   raise ifOutError.i is big OR 
   locIfresets.i is big OR 
   raise locIfInputQueueDrops.i is big OR 
   raise locIfOutputQueueDrops.i is big OR 
   raise locIfInIgnORed.i is big 
   THEN 
    load is big 
    action is necessary 
    error is big 
    health is bad 
 # Serial interface 
   IF is  ifType.i == "serial"  
   THEN 
    IF is change locIfCRC.i big OR 
    change locIfAbort.i is big OR 
    change locIfFrame.i is big OR 
    change locIfCarTrans.i is big OR 
    change locIfOverrun.i is big 
    THEN 
     action is necessary 
     error is big 
     health is bad 
 #  Ethernet interface 
   IF is ifType.i == "ethernet" 
    IF is locIfCollisions.i big OR 
    change locIfRunts.i is big OR 
    change locIfGiants.i is big OR 
    change locIfFrame.i is big 
    THEN 
     action is necessary 
     error is big 
     health is bad 
  
 END OF LOOP 
  
 DEFUZZ action error  health load 
 Save to database action error  health load 
 IF increase action big OR is action big THEN  notification action_nesecarry 
 IF increase errors big THEN notification action_nesecarry 
 IF is change health big and change health negative THEN  
  notification action_nesecarry 
 IF load increase is  big THEN notification action_nesecarry 
 END. 

Figure 5- 11: Scheme of a program for node’s general state generation 
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As an example for such situation one may take the impossibility to test modem line 
blocking on some terminal servers. The only parameter that gives the line’s state is 
IDLE_TIME time that may be obtained via FINGER protocol. Due to an error in operation 
system of SNMP terminal server, the agent does not give accurate values, nor signalizes 
that the line is blocked. On the basis of traffic parameters monitoring, values for 
characteristic functions are obtained, while fuzzy logic detects suspicious lines that are then 
signalized (Figure 5-12). 

 
############################################################## 
#rules 
#MIN, MAX, AVERAGE range [0, 50] 
# 
#output: CHECK 
#input:  MIN,MAX,AVERAGE 
#rules 
#IF MIN     is near_zero THAN CHECK smallC 
#IF MAX     is high      THAN CHECK highC 
#IF AVERAGE is high      THAN CHECK highC 
#IF AVERAGE is small     THAN CHECK smallC 
# 
############################################################# 
# 
#SETS: 
#near_zero {0 1, 2 0 } 
#high      {0 0, 5 0, 20 1}  
#small     {0 1, 2 1, 10 0}  
#highC     {0 0  0.5 0 1 1}  
#smallC    {0 1  0.5 1 1 0}  
# 
############################################################## 
 
FzyCreateSet near_zero COORDINATES {0 50} {0 1 2 0 } 
FzyCreateSet high  COORDINATES {0 50} {0 0  5 0  20 1 50 1}  
FzyCreateSet small  COORDINATES {0 50} {0 1  2 1  10 0}  
FzyCreateSet highC  COORDINATES {0 1} {0 0  0.25 0 1 1}  
FzyCreateSet smallC  COORDINATES {0 1} {0 1  0.5 1 1 0}  
#procedure which is doing fuzzy job 
 
proc CHECK_VALUE { MIN MAX AVERAGE } { 
 
IF [AND [IS $MIN near_zero] [IS $AVERAGE small]] THAN "CHECK smallC" 
IF [AND [IS $MAX high] [IS $AVERAGE high]]  THAN "CHECK highC" 
 
set rez [lindex [DEFUZZ CHECK] 0] 
return $rez 
} 

Figure 5- 12 : Fuzzy expert for evaluation of line’s blocking state, case of specific 
application in the first level manger  

Therefore, there is a management domain in which all terminal servers are covered. 
An event is defined for each of them, consisting of a hedge, access of line’s state value via 
FINGER protocol, and line’s state detection. Experience has shown that if a line’s state is 
higher than 0.41, than the line is problematic. The event is therefore fired when the state of 
some of the lines has exceeded the limit of 0.41. Node’s model in a manager consists of: 
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? node’s reachability  obtained from other manager 
? node lines number information from FINGER node’s polling  
? IDLE_TIME for each line, how long it has not be activated  

Such model is minimal, contains only necessary quantities and is also based on 
monitoring of a device as a black box. 

On the basis of all above mentioned, it may be said that for the first and medium level 
managers models of monitored devices must be minimal and as rough as possible. When 
describing events, one must not be over-detailed, because a huge number of monitored 
variables lead to significant speed losses of management process response. When creating a 
managed device model, top-down method must be used, so that the device is observed as a 
whole as much as possible, only in its basic characteristics. Detection of significant 
variables that define the device’s behavior is not simple and it depends on the management 
domain. According to /LEIN_96/, /ROSE_96/, /CISCO_95/, it is visible that it is not 
possible to give neither general rules nor references for the selection of variables, neither 
for the events distribution per managers, nor for events testing periods. For each system, 
there is a period of studying about the system in which patterns of that system are observed, 
so the system’s management function should be organized in compliance with it.  

Management stations also must be supervised by means of SNMP variables group 
from MIB-II group. It is a key traffic parameter via management entities, which gives one 
of the management station’s load element. In this way one may detect (indirectly) the load 
measure of management processes on a management station. 

 

5.8 Fuzzy logic in global managers  

As already said, the basic task of global managers is a global outline of a system on 
the basis of the system’s past data, data from agents and data from the lower level 
managers. Events managed by global managers have global nature and apply to the entire 
system, in all management domains. Management domain of a global manager is the entire 
system. Global managers basically show the system’s state, mutually relating the data that 
they obtain from the system. Dominant way of communication in global managers is trap 
directed polling, i.e. when receiving an exception or a message, global manager initiates the 
necessary variables access in order to be able to evaluate the event on a global level. The 
most frequent events are graphic consoles that are as a standard delivered along the 
management program packages. They are not easily extendable with additional tools, so it 
is necessary to write own managers in some other tool, either using the management 
console’s program interface, or signalization via the management protocol (trap and inform 
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messages of SNMP protocol as an example and tclSNM tool for access to SunNetmanager 
console from the other process).  

 

For the tasks described in such a way, the same events definition and events analysis 
mechanism applies as for the lower level managers. The difference is in the fact that global 
manages use events definitions that cover entire system and entire system’s recorded past, 
as well as interdependence of those events. Creation of periodical reports on the system’s 
state also fits into such a model, by using so called blank events (events that always occur). 
Fuzzy logic is here used in the similar way as in the lower level managers. Events 
evaluation and selection are the basic applications here as well, but in a way of events data 
comparison. 

On a global manager level, network topology is given as a map between the nodes, 
with corresponding nodes’ configurations and values (which applies for IP networks that 
are not used by ATM and similar connections). As an example of events correlation, one 
may take a case of connection failure of three network nodes (Figure 5-13) 

A     B 

  

  

   C 

 

C  global management station 
A, B  first levele manager  

 

Figure 5- 13: Three supervised nodes, events correlation  

On a global manager level, defined events are connections between nodes, and 
monitored objects are therefore connections A-B, A-C, B-C. Rules for events correlation 
may be defined, if observed from the management station C (Figure 5-14). In this case one 
uses more complex hedges interpretations than for lower level managers, since each 
complex supervised object depends on more hedges. Data on attainability are obtained from 
a lower level manager.  
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A-B is  OK 
A-C is OK  
B-C is OK 
IF A  not reachable from C THEN A-C not OK 
IF A not reachable from B OR not B reachable from A THEN A-B not OK 
IF B not reachable from C THEN B-C not OK 

Figure 5-14: Rules for decision-making on error correlation  

In standard global managers such description is performed by discreet rules that must 
select the transfer events, i.e. perform error selection. Fuzzy rules may also improve 
decision-making in a simple form by using the network topology.  

 

5.9 Fuzzy logic in analysis of data on the system’s past 

When analyzing the data on the system’s past, i.e. the data that are not available 
directly as derived quantities in manager’s memory, one may use mechanisms that are very 
similar to those used in events detection in a normal manager’s operation. Analyses of the 
system’s past behavior are as a rule in the global managers domain, primarily due to time 
limitations. Due to the nature of problems with which they operate, global managers and 
reports generators do not have such strict time limitations, so the data access from RDBMS 
system or logs does not represent too long operations. 

 
sload is small 
IF sysload is big THEN sload  is big 
IF user_number is big THEN sload is big 
IF change user_number is big THEN sload is big 
IF process_number is big and average process_number is big THEN sload is big 
 
Foreach IP interface  i, i>0, i<=ifNumber 
 IF is ifSpeed.i big and  ifLoad.i big THEN sload is big 
 
Foreach service S 
 IF service_requests (S) is big THEN sload is big 
 IF traffic volume of S is big THEN sload is big 

Figure 5-15: Estimation of total machine’s load on the basis of parameters from 
data on the system’s past  
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The purpose of such operations is primarily determination of basic limits for 
individual monitored quantities, and with this the values that define events in the system. 
The simplest procedure is to pass the data collected according to time sequence through 
fuzzy filters that will generate necessary quantities, and at the same time detect events. On 
the basis of complex event definition, it may be observed that subevents that deal with 
detection of real values may be used independently of hedges and value access of managed 
quantities. This means that the same code used by lower level managers for events 
detection may be used for analysis of data from RDBMS basis on the system’s past, what is 
practical when testing and analyzing individual rules about events definition on the basis of 
alfa value.  

Standard reports that are made on the basis of past data are availability of individual 
node, node’s load, availability of maintenance and services, basic values for monitored 
quantities, for example, profile ifLoad for IP interfaces, traffic per one node, time between 
errors and similar /LEIN_96/, /STEV_93/. These reports are mostly standard SQL inquiries 
that are solved on RDBMS data base. Fuzzy logic has impact here when calculating derived 
quantities. Calculation of general purpose computers load can be taken as an example 
(Figure 5-15). Parameters that are here taken into consideration are process machine’s load, 
number of users, number of maintenances and load of IP interfaces on the machine. These 
parameters are obtained via lower level managers, for their errors detection, and are stored 
in the files.  These data are only then translated from the global manager into the new 
derived quantity sload, amount and behavior of which are monitored in some time period 
according to data from the data base.  

Analyses of trends, graphs creation and other standard ways of data analysis and 
outlines do not have to use fuzzy logic directly. These summary reviews are usually made 
through application tools such as SAS and others. Therefore, here fuzzy logic again gives 
the quantities, relations of which cannot be well mutually described numerically.  

 

5.10 Fuzzy logic in monitoring and detection of system’s structure  

When analyzing the system’s structure, fuzzy logic cannot have significant 
application due to the nature of the system’s structure. System’s structure is the connections 
definition on the level of IP protocols, as well as the definition of individual nodes’ 
functions in the network. Procedures of topology and network’s nodes configuration 
detection are defined and standardized, but they do not always operate accurately. The 
nature of inaccuracy is related with the inaccurate system’s configuration, as well as the 
lack of accurate administrative data and it is unsolvable without a human intervention. It is 
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about incorrectly defined parameters in agents configuration, inconsistent services 
configurations and similar. In such environment, the only application of fuzzy logic would 
be the estimation of configuration’s accuracy, based on evaluation procedures of a scam 
/COX_94/. 

 

5.11 Fuzzy logic in errors management 

Error management implies error detection and reaction to that error. Mechanism that 
detects errors is based on detection of the value exit of a variable from the permitted area 
/LEIN_96/, what is a standard events definition. Error detection is therefore a set of events 
that detects errors in the management system.  

Formally, this is a simple method that functions well on systems with reliable 
uncongested connections. On systems in which connections are blocked or unreliable, there 
is an influence of errors caused by connection’s quality. It is not easy to express the 
influence of such errors, and fuzzy logic methods are offered as a possible means of 
description. By a similar, actually heuristic mechanism, one can also cover other 
appearances in networked systems that usually cannot be effectively described.  

There is also a similar situation with definition of remote device’s state. Remote 
object device’s state is defined as a function of variables values from the supervisory agent, 
so that the influence of errors in variables values access can be dramatically manifested on 
the calculated state of the object. Likewise, mutual va riables dependencies that define the 
state are not always easily describable. It is important to notice that the quality of some 
device’s state, the degree of how much something is right or wrong, depends on the relation 
interpretation of a series of quant ities, i.e. some expert’s judgment actually says what is 
right and what is not. Such judgment making is based on definition of a system’s function 
and knowledge on that system, in which know ledges can, at least roughly, be covered by 
fuzzy logic.  

Mechanism of events determination is standardized in the area of SNMP protocol. 
The state of a remote object’s device is defined as a function of variables values from a 
supervisory agent, and the event is defined as a value exit of some of the monitored 
variables from the permitted area. For individual monitored variables, the value set is 
defined on its type, but it is often necessary to extend it by errors codes, so that errors from 
supervision protocol can be uniformly covered in the monitoring model /LEIN_96/. Such 
monitoring method may also be applied to other protocols that are not a part of SNMP 
protocol, and via which useful information are obtained, such as ICMP, FINGER, RSTAT 
and other.  
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Due to simplicity, variable’s value is accessed in regular time periods, and realization 
via agent’s report is possible. Analysis mechanism does not really differ for both cases. In 
supervision process, three basic parameters can be defined for each monitored variable: 

 

? last variable’s state 

? total polling number 

? total number of significant changes 

On the basis of these parameters, rules that give filters for events selection can be 
defined: 

 
Event has not happened  
IF percent change is big THEN event happend 
IF percent change is small or often THEN Event has not happened  
IF value is out of limits THEN event happend and  important change happened  

Beside basic parameters defined in such a way, derived parameters can also be 
defined, such as average, gradient and similar. Rules can be modified in accordance with 
the monitored, i.e. important quantities. In that can we can write: 

 
Event has not happened  
IF is asynchronous message about event arrived THEN event happend 
IF percent change is big THEN event happend 
IF value is close to average THEN Event has not happened  
IF value is out of limits THEN event happend and  important change happened  
 

Fuzzy logic for qualities defined in such a way is applied as a tool for coding of 
events detection rules. A fuzzy expert makes decision on the event. Linguistic variables and 
corresponding fuzzy sets can be defined on the basis of these quantities: 

 

? change, 

? frequent_change, 

? value, 

? average_value, 

? default_value. 

Change is a hundred percent difference between accessed and previous value 
expressed relatively in relation to the maximum range of values that a variable can assume.  
Frequent_change is a measure of change’s frequency, usually a relation of total polling 
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number and number of changes. Value is a value of monitored variable, extended with error 
code if necessary. Average_value is an average for the monitored variable and there are 
various approaches for average value detection. Default_value is a value defined in 
advance, for example on the basis of long-term monitoring. Default_area is a set of 
monitored variable values in which the “right one” is expanded with error codes, specific 
for each monitored variable or variables group. 

Fuzzy sets are defined on the basis of a device’s behavior, observed from the 
supervisory station’s position. The form of these sets is taken on the basis of experiences or 
collected data, so that the procedure of such filter’s adjustment is actually studying on 
characteristics of a remote device and network.  

A good example for such a way of error detection is the control of the node’s 
availability via ICMP protocol. By ICMP polling, one may monitor two basic parameters 
that show the access state of a remote node. These are: 

? triptime, time needed that ICMP package goes to the node and returns,  

? percentages of lost packages that have not returned. 

Control over triptime parameters is the easiest for realization, and it also gives the 
connection’s quality. Polling protocol gives the range of variable value from [-1, T], where 
-1 represents error, and T is maximum polling duration. Value of connection’s malfunction 
-1 can be translated into T, what facilitates values interpretation, and then the permitted is 
[0 T]. This quantity is also treated as a derived quantity, what is a polling event based on 
non-SNMP control protocol. It is shown in a node model by means of a few quantities: 

? triptime time of package movement [0, T], and corresponding derived quantities,  

? available is a available measure from [0, 1] 1 means completely available,  

? list of independent nodes consists of nodes through which it must pass on the way to 
the monitored node. 
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BEGIN 
T=ICMP(triptime, X) 
IF is T > -1   
THEN  
 triptime(X)=T 
 available(X)=1 
ELSE  
 triptime(X)=max_triptime 
 R is not available  
 FOREACH dependent node Y 
  IF is available(Y) THEN R is available 
  IF is triptime(Y) big THEN R is available 
  IF is change triptime(X) small and  average triptime(X) small  
   THEN R is available 
 END OF LOOP 
 defuzz R 
 available(X)=R 
END. 

Figure 5 - 16: Outline of a program for nodes availability change detection  

Idea of procedure described in Figure 5-16 is that there is also a node’s availability 
measure, as well as the hedge control in the same variable. This is how behavior of other 
events is easily controlled through the firm decision. When detecting an error, polling time 
can be adjusted as described in the previous chapters.  

The second interesting case of operation with errors are application variables in MIB 
groups, so called errors counters. The mentioned are those variables from interface group 
MIB-II that count errors occurred in individual IP interface in a device. Evaluation whether 
an error occurred or not is made by an agent and increased by a counter, while 
interpretation of errors and traffic relation is given by a management process. What is 
monitored again is the relation of errors growth relation in the traffic growth on an interface 
and here one may define (depending on protocol and medium type on IP interface) 
linguistic variables such as high ratio, low ration and medium ratio. Empirical rule that is 
often used is that for Ethernet networks, good relation is under 10%, while up to 20% is 
acceptable and above that is already a serious problem.  

When working with errors counters installed in agents, one needs to analyze in detail 
meanings and interdependencies of individual variables, since errors are counted by all 
relevant counters in an agent. As an example, one may take error in SNMP message 
acceptance, where error will be detected in that group of MIB variables that corresponds to 
protocol layer TPC / IP stack in which error occurred and in layers above it, which means 
in IP, UDP and SNMP variables group. In the same way, accurate definitions have to be 
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taken in consideration, i.e. responsibility areas of individual MIB variables as the writer of 
agent had realized them.  

 

5.12 Fizzy logic and time limitations  

Time limitations are important in interpretation of data collected from the real 
devices, and detection of some errors is based exactly on time limitation exceeding. Failure 
in remote device polling can be the consequence or expiry of time limitation, unknown path 
to device or express prohibition of the device access (SNMP security model /CASE_95/, 
/BLACK_95/). In described models of management process, the care about time is lead by 
timestamps setting to individual variables and variable groups regardless whether they are 
reached or derived. Timestamps define the moment when a variable value has occurred in 
the process memory. In this way, the process manager can control time limitations in 
relation to value duration. Due to the circular nature of variable access from subordinated 
devices and processes (agents and lower level manager), basic time limitation to duration of 
the variable itself is given in the procedure definition by which one tests the event, a part of 
which they are (Figure 5-17). 

 
defineEvent EventName { {sub1 .... subN} } {{act1 ...actM }} timeperiod number_of_polls 
 
EventName Event name  
sub1 ... subN subevents, porcesing variables which are part of event  
act1 ... actM Subactions evaluated if event happend 
timeperiod  Timeperiod among two event testing  
number_of_polls number of polls  

Figure 5-17: Definition of events and time limitation  

Time limitations are therefore given indirectly in events definition when polling, so it 
is not necessary to install them in a code that counts and compares values. However, there 
are also exceptions, these are situations that use relations such as often or seldom. These 
situations are solved differently, depending on the fact whether it is a history value, i.e. the 
total outline of device’s behavior or a local outline, i.e. near past and values that can be 
memorized in the process itself.  

In the case of total history, standard parameters are given in reports and obtained 
values are fuzzily compared /COX_94/, /SILE_97/ in a way very similar to the system for 
scam detection /COX_94/. As the example of this idea may be the number of changes of IP 
interfaces’ states on devices in a managed domain. The data are total historical data, i.e. 
data bases on the system’s behavior. Time limitation is not directly mentioned, but it is 
indirectly monitored via quantities that describe the number of IP interfaces’ states changes 
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(Figure 5-18). Interfaces that have a highest degree of warning are surveyed. Due to the 
speed, such report is usually generated via some auxiliary tool, such as SAS for numerical 
processing. Results of that tool are passed through a fuzzy code that selects suspicious 
interfaces.  

 

Foreach IP interface on device 

Calculate umber of polls N, 

Calculate frequency for freqUP, freqDOWN, freqUN 

 Foreach interface pair I,J which are not all time DOWN 

 IF is freqDOWN of I big THEN notify about I 

 IF ifreqUP of I is different from freqUP of J and freqUP of  J is small THEN notify about J 

Figure 5-18: Outline of program for IP interfaces state control 

In the case of history data, comparison is also possible according to timestamps 
intervals, this is about determination of time closeness of two events, i.e. their likeness. A 
method used here is identical to the method described in Figure 5-18.  

In case it is about the device’s near past, i.e. data that can be stored in process 
memory, one may use fuzzy frequency counting or comparison of some appearances in a 
monitored time interval. Therefore, it can be said that time limitations on the data accuracy 
are installed in the polling system.  

When defining an event, time polling are usually permanent and data from nodes 
defined by experience are accessed in intervals of 5 to 30 minutes, and once per day. It is 
normal that a polling period is as long as the quantity of data that need to be accessed is big.  

 

 

 


